
   

 
 

SYNOPSIS 
 

2ND GLOBAL CUSTOMER INSURANCE SURVEY 2014 – DELIVERING THE FUTURE INSURANCE EXPERIENCE  

Walter Poetscher 
 

Key words: Strategy, customer experience, future of insurance, operating models, analytics 

 

Synopsis: In our first global survey back in 2012, we surveyed 24,000 insurance customers across seven 

global regions. Our insurance teams around the world then analyzed the customer responses to 

identify the changing behaviors, attitudes and preferences of insurance customers worldwide. 

Our 2nd global customer insurance survey, due in October 2014, is building upon our first survey. The 

external environment continues to throw up challenges. In particular the technological and ‘retail 

consumer’ world which customers inhabit will continue to change dramatically and by 2020, there 

will undoubtedly be customer experiences and service features, that have not even been 

conceived of yet. Our 2014 survey will again take the pulse of the global and local insurance 

customer and go a step further – assessing the implications for insurers and how to deliver the future 

insurance experience – a key competitive battleground for insurers around the globe. 

Walter Poetscher leads EY’s insurance customer advisory team in Australia.   

 

 



   

 
 

SYNOPSIS 
 
CYBER THREATS AND THE INSURANCE RESPONSE 

Scott Reeves and Laurence Yan 

 

Key words: Cyber threat, Internet, Hacking, Insurance, Cyber Insurance, First Party, Third Party 

 

Purpose of your paper: The paper will discuss the emergence of the cyber threat, identify the 

insurance implications, and clarify the potential coverage solutions. 

 

Synopsis: In this inter-connected electronic world we have created, are we all at risk of having our 

personal data stolen for ‘fun’ or worse, maliciously used? In the event our data is compromised, will 

we sue our Internet Service Provider, our retailer, our Government? Can these corporations and 

entities protect themselves against such cyber threats and liability? 

 

This paper will present the current cyber landscape, including recent landmark events, and will build 

an overall framework of 

- the exposure elements that entities must deal with, 

- the current insurance response and the newly-available solutions 

 

In establishing this framework, the paper will differentiate the realistic insurance problems against the 

backdrop of government responses. 

 

 



   

 

 

 

SYNOPSIS 
 

GENERAL INSURANCE INDUSTRY: YESTERDAY, TODAY AND TOMORROW 

Estelle Pearson 
 

Key words: Industry performance, profitability, market 

 

Purpose of your paper: To examine how the general insurance industry has changed over the 

decades, the drivers of that change and to identify the factors that will shape the industry in the 

future 

 

Synopsis: The presentation will look at how the Australian general insurance industry has changed 

over the last 30 years and the factors that have driven those changes.  I t will look at the structure of 

the market, the relationships between insurers and customers, the regulation of the industry, how the 

industry has grown, how it has fared in terms of profitability and how the role of actuaries has 

changed. 

The presentation will then do some crystal-balling and try to identify the key factors that will shape 

the industry in future and how the industry might continue to change over the next decade. 

 

The presentation will update and build on research undertaken by Estelle for her presentation “Our 

Changing World” to the NIBA National Conference in 2012. 

 



   

 
 

SYNOPSIS 
 

HYBRID, ELECTRIC AND DRIVERLESS CARS: INNOVATION DRIVING CHANGE IN MOTOR INSURANCE  

Scott Duncan, Catherine Weston and Dean Marcus 
 

Key words: comprehensive motor insurance, compulsory third party insurance, driverless cars, car-

sharing, premium rating 

 

Purpose of your paper: This paper explores the challenges insurers may face in a society with 

driverless cars. Through a comparison of premiums, we firstly start by examining how insurers have 

responded to the introduction of hybrid and electric vehicles. We then preview the technological 

developments that make driverless cars possible and focus on the unique challenges insurers are 

likely to face in this new environment.   

 

Synopsis: Recently we have seen the introduction of hybrid and electric vehicles into the motor 

vehicle market and significant investment is currently being directed to the development of driverless 

cars. Nissan has announced that it will deliver a commercially v iable self-driving car by 2020 - it turns 

out Herbie the Love Bug is not so far away after all! Driverless cars are expected to present a variety 

of challenges for insurers. Changes surrounding the concept of fault, the possibility of cars being 

shared between multiple owners and the fact that many conventional rating factors will take on less 

relevance will all have to be considered in this new environment. These challenges are not just 

confined to comprehensive and third party motor vehicle insurance, we also expect compulsory 
third party and product liability insurance to be impacted. Driverless cars represent a revolution in 

transport and present unique challenges to insurers that will require significant investigation and 

analysis now and into the future. 
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PERSONAL LINES – A SHIFTING COMPETITIVE LANDSCAPE 

Andrei Stadnik and Daniel Toohey 
 

Key words: Personal Lines, Motor, Home & Contents, Competitive Landscape, Consumer Survey 

 

Purpose of your paper: The Personal Lines Competitive Landscape is evolving rapidly with hungry 

new entrants, resurging incumbents, innovative distribution, and shifts in consumer behaviour. We 

explore the issues and bust the myths with the help of our proprietary consumer survey. 

 

Synopsis: The Personal Lines landscape is evolving rapidly with new entrants, resurging incumbents, 

innovative products and distribution, and shifts in consumer behaviour. Meanwhile premium growth is 

slowing as insurers have largely repriced for rising input costs (reinsurance and catastrophe budgets) 

and consumers have put up with double digit price increases. Technology is starting to 

fundamentally evolve the way insurers design and price Personal Lines products. 

 

Against this backdrop, we set out to build insights into the key debates shaping the future direction of 

personal lines with the help of hard data – our proprietary consumer surveys of several thousand 

home & contents and personal motor consumers, with 3 years of data in the motor survey. 

 

The questions we consider: 
 Are the challenger insurer brands having an impact and gaining consumer acceptance? 

 Are the banks successfully leveraging their distribution advantage, particularly in home & 

contents? 

 Can the Supermarkets convert retail brand power into insurance sales? 

 Which brands have the strongest consumer awareness, and which are gaining market share? 

 How are the different brands positioned and what kind of consumers do they attract? 

 How much are consumers shopping around at renewal for the best deal? 

 How have retention rates changed over the past few years? 

 Are consumers becoming less brand loyal and more price sensitive? What else is prompting 

consumers to switch? 

 Are premium increases turning into decreases as the battle for switching consumers heats up? 

 How do consumers prefer to purchase insurance products and is online distribution reaching a 

tipping point? 

 How is consumer awareness and willingness to use price comparison sites changing? 

 What do consumers value in their insurer? 

 Are motorists ready for Telematics insurance? How are the first offerings being received by the 

market? 

 How big is the opportunity to drive up home insurance penetration? 

 Can the industry innovate to grow? 



   

 
 

SYNOPSIS 
 

TERRORISM RISK INSURANCE IN AUSTRALIA, UNDERSTANDING THE RISKS AND CONSEQUENCES FOR 

COMMERCIAL PROPERTY INSURERS 

Dr Christopher Wallace, Michael Pennell and Norris Robertson 
 

Key words: Terrorism, Catastrophe, Modelling, Reinsurance, Resilience, Risk, Probable Maximum Loss 

 

Purpose of your paper: This paper prov ides an evaluation of loss likelihood and severity for terrorism 

catastrophe events in Australia, and the application of risk pooling to mitigate risk to insurers. 

 

Synopsis: The global security environment is rapidly changing.  Australia’s Attorney-General George 

Brandis described the threat of a terrorist attack in Australia as “undiminished” and that “the threat of 

an attack here on Australian soil is real” (INTERPOL Global Security and Counter Terrorism Convention, 

Sydney, 28 January 2014).  Europol, the EU’s law enforcement agency has warned ASIO and 

Australian Federal Police that social media-led networks were specifically targeting Australia to incite 

extremists to launch attacks (news.com.au, 30/5/2014).  The Lowy Institute Poll 2014, June 2014, cited 

international terrorism as the foremost threat in the minds of the Australian public today for threats to 

Australia’s v ital interests.  Terrorism therefore remains a real national security threat and presents a 

short return period risk for insurers. 

 

The risk of terrorism catastrophe is an exposure to commercial property owners and insurers, these 

assets dominating high risk areas.  Commercial property assets are concentrated and high value.  

Probable maximum loss curves for different types of modelled events show potential events 

measured in billions of dollars. 

 

The Treasury has been tasked in financial year 2014/15 by the Australian Government to develop 

options on the future of the Terrorism Insurance Act 2003, including the future role of Australia’s 
terrorism insurance pool operated by Australian Reinsurance Pool Corporation (ARPC).  Any changes 

to terrorism insurance will affect insurer’s capital requirements as legislation currently mandates 

commercial insurers to provide cover for terrorist attacks. 

 

This paper will present a history of global terrorism incidents, their frequency and trends.  The current 

threat level will be presented in context of information published in the media.  I t will compare the 

return period of terrorism events to other types of catastrophic events. 

 

Probable maximum loss (PML) curves will be demonstrated for different types of events using ARPC’s 

3-dimensional catastrophe risk modelling for Sydney and Melbourne CBDs.  A comparison will be 

made against PML estimates published in other terrorism insurance pools. 

 

The paper will provide an overview of the global reinsurance market for terrorism insurance, and will 

compare coverage provided in terrorism insurance pools for major economies including USA, UK, 

and in the EU. 

 

Finally, the paper will explain how terrorism risk insurance makes Australia’s economy more resilient to 

potential terrorism events. 

 

This paper will provide actuaries and insurance professionals with a rigorous overview of risk likelihood 

and risk consequence for Australia’s insurance industry for terrorist attacks. 



   

 
 

SYNOPSIS 
 

THE SILVER ECONOMY – HOW THE OVER 50’S WILL RESHAPRE GENERAL INSURANCE  

Grace Ng, Michael Playford, Suruchi J Singh and Huda Ansari 

 

Key words: Aging, discrimination, strategy, customer 

 

Purpose of your paper: The purpose of the paper is to consider the opportunities deriving from the 

aging population.  Managing discrimination issues, technology, product design and service are just 

some of the changes which need to be addressed to meet the needs of this customer segment. 

 

Synopsis: The over 50’s will be the major force in wealth, spending and population growth over the 

next two decades. Over 50’s will account for over 40% of the population and own more than 75% of 

the wealth. Compared to previous generations of older people, they will work longer but in more 

flexible roles, be more technologically literate and have dramatically different expectations.  

Few companies have strategies in place to maximise the opportunities deriving from the aging 

population. Managing discrimination issues, technology, product design and service are just some of 

the changes which need to be addressed to meet the needs of this customer segment.  

The objective of this paper is to stimulate discussion about what general insurers may need to do to 

remain relevant to this age group into the future. 

 


